Prestack seismic analysis provides information on rock properties, lithology, fluid content, and the orientation and intensity of anisotropy. However, such analysis demands high-quality seismic data. Unfortunately, noise is always present in seismic data even after careful processing. Noise in the prestack gathers may not only contaminate the seismic image, thereby lowering the quality of seismic interpretation, but it may also bias the seismic prestack inversion for rock properties, such as acoustic-and shear-impedance estimation. Common postmigration data conditioning includes running window median and Radon filters that are applied to the flattened common reflection point gathers. We have combined filters across the offset and azimuth with edge-preserving filters along the structure to construct a true "5D" filter that preserves amplitude, thereby preconditioning the data for subsequent quantitative analysis. We have evaluated our workflow by applying it to a prestack seismic volume acquired over the Fort Worth Basin, TX. The inverted results from the noise-suppressed prestack gathers are more laterally continuous and have higher correlation with well logs when compared with those inverted from conventional time-migrated gathers.
Introduction
During the past decade, poststack structure-oriented, edge-preserving filtering has led to improved data continuity, providing sharper fault edges and the improved performance of automated picking. Such poststack migrated seismic data can provide an excellent image of the subsurface structure and stratigraphy. More quantitative interpretation products, such as simultaneous prestack inversion, provide estimation of acoustic impedance (Z P ), shear impedance (Z S ), and density, whereas prestack amplitude variation with azimuth (AVAz) analysis provides measures of the orientation and strength of subsurface anisotropy. The quality of the estimated properties is highly dependent on the data quality of prestack seismic data. Because stacking is in itself a filter, it is obvious that noise that contaminates poststack data is equal or stronger on prestack seismic gathers. Undesired prestack seismic phenomena need to be diminished or removed prior to reservoir characterization (Singleton, 2008) . Although there has been considerable work on residual velocity analysis and trim statics, most publications that address the reduction of crosscutting noise on seismic gathers have been limited to processing across offset, one gather at a time.
Structure-oriented filtering is one of the most popular processes to improve the quality of the poststack seismic image. Bilateral filters were initially used for smoothing photographic images, while preserving edges (Tomasi and Manduchi, 1998) . However, bilateral filters cannot be applied directly to seismic images because seismic edges differ significantly from those in photographic images (Hale, 2011) . Weickert (1999) enhances the continuity of coherent reflections, while preserving lateral discontinuities, such as chaotic structures and faults using an anisotropic diffusion filter. Luo et al. (2002) use a multiwindow Kuwahara filter to achieve the same purpose, for which they compute the mean and variance in a suite of overlapping windows containing the same analysis point. The output is then set to the mean of the window having the smallest variance. Fehmers and Höcker (2003) compute structural dip and chaos (a coherence like measure) using the gradient structure tensor. If the chaos is below a threshold, the data are smoothed "anisotropically" along the structure, whereas if the chaos is large, such as about a fault, the data are left unchanged. AlBinHassan et al. (2006) improve Luo et al.'s (2002) algorithm by using 3D onesided and centered smoothing operators. Marfurt (2006) builds on the Kuwahara concept by using coherence rather than variance to choose the most coherent window, followed by increasing the statistical leverage against noise by applying a 3D Karhunen-Loève (KL) (principal component) filter to the data along the structural dip. Whitcombe et al. (2008) and Helmore (2009) introduce frequency dependent, structureoriented filters. Wang et al. (2009) also notice that the local reflector dip depends on the frequency band of the seismic data and suppress the seismic noise using a suite of band-pass structure-oriented filters. Liu et al. (2010) reduce random noise, while protecting structural information by combining structural prediction with either mean filtering or lower-upper median (LUM) filtering, using plane-wave destruction filters to estimate the reflector dip. Corrao et al. (2011) also use structure-oriented LUM filters, and show how it provided greater control of noise rejection over the more commonly used mean and median filters. Hale (2011) applies bilateral filters to perform edge-preserving smoothing for seismic images by replacing the domain kernel of a bilateral filter with a smoothing filter. Like Fehmers and Höcker (2003) , the anisotropic smoothing filter is based on the gradient structure tensor.
The traditional way of removing random noise with a Gaussian distribution is to stack the data (Hendrickson, 1999) . However, prestack analysis requires prestack seismic gathers or angle-limited stacked gathers. Prestack noise suppression is an important but inadequately solved problem in seismic processing. It is important for improving amplitude variation with offset (AVO) and AVAZ analysis. Castagna and Backus (1993) show that noise in the prestack gathers could bias or corrupt the reflectivity variation with offset. Cambois (1998) states that background trends observed from AVO crossplots can be an indicator of rock properties or a noise trend. Hendrickson (1999) notices that AVO crossplot from Auger Field and the crossplot from random noise share similar features, which indicate that the observed background AVO trend can be just noise. Cambois (2000) further finds that noise in the P-wave seismic data may change the form of wavelet variation with offset and bias the estimation of rock properties. Simm et al. (2000) find that random noise can be a significant component of noise on AVO crossplots. Omre (2003a, 2003b) find that AVO inversion and the wavelet estimation depend on the noise covariance. Koza and Castagna (2003) conclude that random noise may rotate the trend of AVO crossplots and obscure the petrophysics properties. They tried to remove the noise to which Radon filters are applied. Hennenfent and Herrmann (2004) present a method to stabilize the threeterm AVO inversion by denoising the prestack gathers using curvelet and wavelet transforms. Li and Couzens (2006) design a time-frequency adaptive noise suppression to isolate and attenuate localized high-amplitude noise in prestack seismic data. In this paper, we present a workflow to perform structure-oriented filtering on prestack seismic data prior to simultaneous prestack inversion. We begin by describing the methodology, whereby we filter not only along offset (and when present, azimuth) , but also in the inline and crossline directions along structural dip. We evaluate the effect of principal component filtering on prestack inver- Figure 1 . (a) Cartoon showing structure-oriented filtering applied to a poststack data volume along the structural dip using a centered analysis window about the red analysis point. In this example, there are 3 crosslines × 3 lines resulting in a length 9 sample vector for each interpolated dipping horizon slice at time k. These sample vectors are crosscorrelated and averaged from k ¼ −K to k ¼ þK (K ¼ 2) time samples using equation 6 resulting in a 9 × 9 covariance matrix. (b) The first N length 9 eigenvectors represent 3 × 3 maps that best represents the lateral variation of amplitude within the analysis window. These maps are crosscorrelated with the sample vector at time m to compute a suite of N principal components. One or more of these components are then summed to form the filtered data given by equation 9.
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sion by applying it to a high fold seismic data volume acquired over the Fort Worth Basin (FWB), TX.
Methodology
Attenuation of noise and enhancement of structural continuity can significantly improve the quality of seismic interpretation and stabilize rock-property estimation by prestack analysis. As the name implies, the key steps for structure-oriented filtering are the accurate estimation of reflector dip followed by the application of a filter. In our application, we use a variation of the dip-scan estimation of reflector dip described by Marfurt (2006) . Other accurate means of estimating reflector dip include the gradient structure tensor (as used by Fehmers and Höcker, 2003) , "consistent dip" by crosscorrelating in a circuitous manner (Aarre et al., 2012) , and plane-wave destructor methods that are similar to a lateral predictive deconvolution (Liu et al., 2010) .
In terms of filtering, the more common methods include (1) mean filtering, (2) median filtering, (3) atrimmed mean filtering, (4) LUM filtering, and (5) principal component (or KL) filtering. For the first four methods, the filters are based on length-J sample vectors oriented along a plane following reflector dip (Figure 1a) . In this paper, d indicates the seismic amplitude. The mean filter is 
where the α-trimmed mean filter is
and the LUM filter is 
where for the α-trimmed mean and LUM filters,
The principal component or KL filter has greater statistics that are computed from multiple sample vectors (again, planes for our application) above and below the analysis point p (Figure 1a and 1b) . First, we form the covariance matrix
Figure 2. (a) A circular analysis window seen from above containing J ¼ 13 seismic traces centered about the red analysis point. (b) The 13 overlapping Kuwahara windows, all of which contain the same red analysis point. In this workflow, coherence is computed within each window. The filter is then applied to the data window having the highest coherence, with the output being assigned to the (perhaps uncentered) red analysis point (after Davogustto, 2011) .
is the local vertical mean within the analysis window of the jth trace, and K is the half-vertical window size along time axis. Given a suite of J traces (J ¼ 9 in our example), the covariance matrix is defined as Figure 3 . (a) Cartoon showing structure-oriented filtering applied to prestack common offset migrated gathers. The windows are oriented along structure and centered about the red analysis point. In this example, there are 3 CDPs × 3 inlines and 3 offsets resulting in a length 27 sample vector for each interpolated horizon slice at time k. These sample vectors are crosscorrelated and averaged from
time samples using equation 6 resulting in a 27 × 27 covariance matrix. (b) As in Figure 1 , the first length 27 eigenvectors represent three 3 × 3 maps, one for each of the three offsets. These maps are crosscorrelated with the sample vector at time k to compute a suite of N principal components. One or more of these components are then summed to form the filtered data. Figure 4 . A simplified workflow of prestackoriented filtering. The migrated data are stacked, which in turn provides an average estimate of structural dip and coherence. For each analysis point, one or more data points are extracted from either side along the structural dip in the adjacent inline direction, crossline direction, and offset direction, and if present, the azimuth direction to form a sample vector, such as that shown in Figure 3a . If the coherence falls below a lower threshold, a discontinuity is assumed to be present and no filtering is applied. If the coherence is above an upper threshold, the data are filtered using either a KL (principal component), LUM, or α-trimmed mean filter. In our actual implementation, we add a Kuwahara window construct (Marfurt, 2006) , such that the filtering occurs in the most coherent (noncentered) window containing that analysis point.
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The J × J covariance matrix C m is decomposed into J eigenvectors v j and J eigenvalues λ j , where by construction v 1 represents most of the lateral amplitude variation across the sample vectors. The v 2 best represents that part of the amplitude variation not represented by the eigenvector(s) before it, and so on. In general, seismic data aligned along a structurally oriented window are quite coherent, such that the first one or two eigenvectors represent the seismic reflection signal and the remaining eigenvectors represent less coherent noise. By construction, the eigenvectors have unit length. To compute the amplitude of the pattern represented by the nth eigenvector at time sample index m, we compute
and then reconstruct the signal (i.e., we KL filter the data) at the analysis point p
Principal component structure-oriented filtering can be quite effective in suppressing crosscutting migration operator aliasing and certain components of acquisition footprint on poststack data (Davogustto, 2011) . Of the five filters presented, KL filtering best preserves signal amplitude when the noise is of low amplitude with approximately Gaussian statistics. However because the first eigenvectors represent the most energy in the data, KL filters behave poorly when the input data have high-amplitude spikes, in which case they represent the noise. Figure 2a and 2b shows a plan view of the multiwindow Kuwahara filter. The original analysis window in Figure 2a represents a sample vector of length J ¼ 13. In our implementation, we compute coherence (Gersztenkorn and Marfurt, 1999) in the 13 windows shown in Figure 2b , each of which contains the red analysis point p. Finally, one of the five filters described above is applied to the data falling within the window having the highest coherence, with filtered output being assigned to (a perhaps uncentered) analysis point.
In this paper, we apply a prestack structure-oriented filter (PSOF), which is based on the principal analysis (PCA), to the seismic gathers to improve the signal-tonoise ratio (S/N). Our algorithm is based on the following assumptions (1) coherent (i.e., non-Gaussian) noise, such as multiples and ground roll, has been previously filtered, (2) noise and reflected signals are uncorrelated and have zero mean, and (3) noise is uncorrelated from trace to trace and sample to sample in the gathers, that the first eigenvalue and eigenvector of covariance matrix of seismic traces corresponding to the reflection signals (Key and Smithson, 1990) . Figure 3a and 3b illustrates the steps for PSOF along local structure using a centered analysis window. We sort the prestack gathers into different common offset volumes and smooth the data along the local structure. In this example, there are 3 crosslines × 3 inlines and 3 offsets resulting in a length 27 "sample vector" d j;mþk ðj ¼ 1; 2; : : : ; 27Þ for each interpolated horizon slice at time index m. These sample vectors are crosscorrelated and averaged from k ¼ −K to k ¼ þK time samples using equation 6 resulting in a 27 × 27 covariance matrix. Similarly, we only extract the value of the analysis point (the red point in Figure 2b ) from the "eigenmap." Figure 4 summarizes the proposed workflow of PSOF by considering the geologic discontinuities. The workflow begins by stacking the original seismic gathers. We next estimate reflector orientation in a running window on all traces of the stacked volume (Marfurt, 2006) . We then calculate the correlation coefficients for the stack volume along the local reflection dip and azimuth (Gersztenkorn and Marfurt, 1999) . To archive the edge preserving filtering, we only perform PCA filtering to those gathers, whose correlation coefficients are greater than a user-defined threshold through the first eigenvalue and eigenvector of seismic covariance matrix. The gathers whose correlation coefficients are less than the threshold are unchanged. In this manner, we improve the S/N and avoid smearing the amplitude information across the geology discontinuities, such as faults and channel edges.
Application
To evaluate the effectiveness of our workflow, we first apply it to prestack time-migrated gathers acquired in the FWB, USA. We then compare the prestack inversion results based on unconditioned and conditioned gathers. The FWB is a foreland basin and covers approximately 14;000 km 2 (54;000 mi 2 ) in north-central Texas (da Silva, 2013) . The target is the Mississippian Barnett Shale, which is one of the largest unconventional reservoirs in the world and spreads approximately 72;520 km 2 (28;000 mi 2 ) across the FWB. In our survey, the Barnett Shale Formation lies between 1.2 and 1.4 s, which is the "core" of the main production in the FWB. The maximum offset is approximately 4200 m, whereas the target Barnett Shale lies at approximately 2100 m depth. Figure 5a shows a representative time-migrated CMP gather after nonstretch processing (Zhang et al., 2013) . White arrows indicate the zone with obvious noise spikes. Figure 5b and 5c shows the same gather after PSOF was applied and the rejected noise, respectively. Note that the reflection events indicated by white arrows are clearer in the filtered gather. Figure 6a shows a stacked time slice through the target zone generated from unconditioned gathers (Figure 5a) . Figure 6b and 6c shows the same stacked time slice after PSOF was applied and the rejected stacked noise. We do not observe much difference between Figure 6a and 6b due to the fact that the energy of the rejected noise is very small compared with that of the seismic signal. Note that stacking removes most of the random noise in the prestack gathers (Hendrickson, 1999) . Figures 5c and 6c together indicate that PSOF removes random noise and artifacts introduced by acquisition or processing. Figure 7a and 7b shows the seismic well ties between stacked volumes and a well located in our study area. The procedure was done by correlating the stacked traces near the borehole with the synthetic seismogram generated from well logs. The correlation coefficient of conditioned seismic data (Figure 7a ) is 0.835, whereas the coefficient of the unconditioned data (Figure 7b ) is 0.818. We next extract the angle-dependent statistical wavelets for the unconditioned (Figure 8a ) and the conditioned (Figure 8b ) data after the seismic well tie. The red, blue, and green lines show the extracted small (0°-12°), intermediate (12°-24°), and large angle wavelets (24°-36°), respectively. We observe a slight improvement of large angle wavelets. To better compare the improvements, we show the amplitude spectrum of the extracted wavelets for unconditioned and conditioned gathers in Figure 8c and 8d. Note that the spectrum of the large angle wavelet is distorted for both cases. The narrower bandwidth of the large angle wavelets is due to a low-pass antialiasing filter applied to the far-offset data during the time migration processing (Biondi, 2001 ). However, we still no- tice a slight spectrum improvement for wavelets estimated from conditioned gathers.
The prestack inversion was conducted 50 ms above the top of Marble Falls limestone and 50 ms below the top of Viola limestone. Figures 9, 10 , and 11 compare the inverted P-impedance, S-impedance, and density from unconditioned and conditioned gathers, respectively. We observe an overall improvement by rejecting the noise of prestack gathers. For example, the formations indicated by the white arrow are more laterally continuous in the new inverted sections when compared with those of unconditioned data. The zones indicated by black arrows have higher resolution in the new inverted section when compared with that of conventional data. The faults indicated by the gray arrows are also easier to interpret in the new inverted sections. Note, the improvement of density is not as large as those of P-and S-impedance. This is due to the fact that the maximum incidence angle of our gather is approximately 36°and that it is beyond the capability to generate a reliable result. To better quantify the improvement, we quality control our inverted results from (Figure 12a ) unconditioned and (Figure 12b ) conditioned gathers with well logs at the target zone. Note, the new inverted Figure 7 . Seismic-well ties between (a) conditioned and (b) unconditioned stacked volume and a well located in our study area. The procedure was done by correlating the stacked traces nearby the borehole with the synthetic seismogram generated from well logs. We obtain the correlation coefficient of 0.835 for conditioned data and 0.818 for the unconditioned data.
Interpretation / May 2016 SG25 Figure 8 . (a) Statistically extracted wavelets and corresponding amplitude spectra, (c and b) the unconditioned, and (d) conditioned angle gathers. The red, blue, and green curves corresponding to small, intermediate, and large angle wavelets. Note, the spectrum of the large angle wavelet is distorted to some extent; which is due to the application of an antialiasing filter in the Kirchhoff prestack migration algorithm. Nevertheless, we still notice a slight improvement of the wavelets after PSOF is applied. 
Conclusion
The proposed workflow not only removes random noise but also suppresses coherent acquisition, processing, and migration artifacts that crosscut the reflectors of interest. We preserve the edge information by only applying the algorithm to the prestack gathers whose coherency is larger than a user-defined threshold. Rejecting the noise in the prestack gathers results in (1) an improved stacked image, (2) a better seismicwell tie, (3) higher resolution and lateral continuities of inverted result, and (4) lower error between inverted elastic parameters and original well logs. he joined the Michigan Technological University as a visiting assistant professor. In 2015, he joined the University of Alabama as an assistant professor. His current research interests include broadband seismic data processing, development and calibration of new seismic attributes, pattern recognition of geologic features on 3D seismic data, and shale resource play characterization.
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